JAKE PRODUCTS
JAKE 350, JAKE 350 HD,
JAKE 350 DG, JAKE 354
HD, JAKE 354 DGHD

JAKE 600, JAKE 800,
JAKE 900, JAKE 804,
JAKE 904, JAKE 904 Tilt

For mounting a 3-point fastened crane,
digger and arm mulcher on a tractor.

For mounting a flange fastened forwarder
and harvester crane on a tractor.

JAKE Boom Support

JAKE Front Axle Stabilizer

For stabilizing road driving of a tractorcrane combination and giving more front
wheel traction in a forest by sharing the
crane weight to the front axle.

For improving stability of a tractor-crane
combination by locking the front axle oscillation and suspension. Automatically
activated by an electric handbrake and
(or) manually by an on-off switch.

JAKE Forest Tank + Armor

JAKE Armours

For the best possible bottom shape and
clearance. Includes an armoured fuel
tank(s), a premium bottom protection, an
armoured battery case, a lockable tool
box, stairs for a forest use, etc.

For protecting the basis of a tractor cabin
in forestry use. Includes protections for
fuel and AdBlue tanks.

JAKE Standard Legs
JAKE Heavy Duty Legs

JAKE Tele Legs

Flap-down legs for improving stability of a
tractor-crane combination.

Fast-acting telescopic legs for improving
stability of a tractor-crane combination.
Several different mounting setups for
distance from the tractor, height from
ground and leg angle.

JAKE Front Pump Unit

JAKE Oil Tank

For producing sufficient oil flow for a
harvester head or a big crane. 120 litre
tank, LS-pump, cardan, breathing cap,
return filter, oil level and temperature
gauge included.

Hydraulic oil tank for JAKE 600-800-900804-904 Mounting Kits. Oil capacity 110
litres. Return filter, breathing cap, oil
level and temperature cauge included.

JAKE Front Wheel Weights

JAKE 35xx Front Linkage

For balancing a tractor nose of a tractorcrane combination by increasing front
wheels weight without increasing axle
load.

A sturdy 2-action Front Linkage with an
adjustable arm width and full length Aid
Frame for mounting attachments, such as
snow ploughs and bulldozer blades, to a
front of a tractor.

JAKE 800 LC, JAKE 804 LC
JAKE 900 LC, JAKE 904 LC

JAKE LC Front Legs

For mounting a “truck-mounted” loading
crane on a tractor. Possible to equip the
crane with a man basket, drill unit, etc.

Outrigger type legs for excellent stability
for a combination of a “truck-mounted”
loading crane and a tractor. Hydraulic
widening and manual 180 deg tilt for the
legs.

